
Narrow film strip slitting and spooling machine

WSS30 Narrow film strip slitting and spooling machine

Introduce:
WSS30 Narrow film strip slitting and spooling machine is mainly used to produce the easy pull-line for
packaging boxes or bags of Food, Wine packages, Medicines, Cosmetics, Tapes, etc. It has advantages of
high automation, high production efficiency and high precision.

Main Specification:

1. Film Slitting width : 2.0mm and 2.5mm ( with 1set of blade holder and blade shaft)

2. Material : BOPP, PET , OPE , PVC sticker and other reel glueless plastic film, thickness: 0.025-0.05mm

3. Unwinder: Max.unwinding diameter φ600mm, Silicone rubber guide roller and anti -

stick roller with the width 300mm, to ensure the surface without adhesion phenomenon

during the rewinding process after slitting. Pneumatic pressing roller is added to facilitate

material rewinding. 1pcs of Φ74mm Aluminum alloy air shaft.

4. Web-guider:1 set of high sensitivity photoelectric tracking and rectifying system (Wuxi

Jingkong servo motor) for web-guiding, Motor control adopts imported ball screw,
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reciprocating movement.

1 set of high sensitivity photoelectric tracking and rectifying system (Taiwan Pausource servo

motor) for line guiding, Motor control adopts imported ball screw, reciprocating movement.

5. Tension control: Adopt 1 set of 2.5kg (Mitsubishi brand) magnetic powder brake for

tension control , it can be operated in human-computer interface .

6. Waste stripping system: 1 set of 0.75kw Shanghai Dequchi motor, 1 set of YASKAWA

vector frequency motor , blowing out the waste material.

7. Slitting part: High-precision razor knife slitting (Surgical blade), blade fastening method

adopts top wire structure with easy operation. Above the slitting part, there must be machine

tool lighting and the lamp use white energy-saving lamps.

8. Intermediate stock material: One set of ultra-low friction cylinders (Fujikura, Japan),

one set of electronically controlled proportional valves (SMC Japan), and one set of precision

linear potentiometer are combined with the cylinder to achieve high accuracy. The

parameters are set through the human interface to control the change in the air pressure and

the precision in high tension mode.

9. Rewinder: 30pcs of rewinders , pneumatic sleeve installation mode, with the advantages

of high positioning, no noise and easy operation.

The rewinding air shaft diameter is Φ25mm, the surface is hard chromium plating treated.

With spacer, the outside diameter is Φ29.9mm, plating treated. Driving by AC variable

frequency motor, parameters set by touch screen, PLC focus control, automatic winding

displacement, thread pitch can be adjusted, smooth appearance.

Rewinding displacement adopts servo motor to control imported ball screw reciprocating

motion, setting the parameters of the rewinding thread pitch through the touch screen. The

parameters of line folding angle can be set through the touch screen.

The rewinding methods adopt flat surface-free rewinding method and bobbing rewinding

method, and use guide wheel and conduit rod controls the line specification.

10. Rewinding core: core inside diameter is Φ30mm, adopt flat surface-free plastic core and

bobbing, and use pneumatic clamping method, easy loading and unloading.

11. Rewinding length: Rewinding length adopts precision encoder (Korea Autonics) and
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traction roller direct contact, it can be set in the touch screen, accurate and automatic

counting, can reset zero.

12. Speed: The maximum running speed is 200 m / min (depending on the process of the

product), the speed is set through the touch screen; the maximum mechanical speed is 240

m / min.

13. Motor: Traction adopt 1.3kw Shenzhen INOVANCE servo motor and 1.3KW servo driver,

each one set. Rewinding adopt 3KW Shanghai Dequchi frequency motor and 3KW Japan

Yaskawa vector frequency controller, each one set. Rewinding displacement use 1 set of

1.3kw Shenzhen INOVANCE servo motor and servo driver.

14. Electric control: Using Shenzhen INOVANCE servo system control, Beijing Kunlun

brand human machine interface (HMI), one set of PLC (Japan Mitsubishi) programmable

controller, each transmission part has the emergency stop switch, the whole machine

centralized control electronic control box.

15. Whole machine: Total three parts: Unwinding part, Intermediate tension part and

rewinding part.

16. Overall dimension: 5000×2500×1900mm

17. Voltage: 380V/3P/50HZ

18. Total power: 7kw

19. Working lights: The rewinding part and unwinding part are both equipped with

working lights.

20. Machine frame wall thickness: Adopt 40mm steel plate aging treatment, and CNC

machining center processing to ensure the precision of the size.

Technicial requests:
1. Rewinder need 30 heads, Machine height is 1.7mm see from the unwinder, Adjustable
lifting range: 100mm;The support for the carding roller should be thickened for rigidity.
2. Rewinding drive by synchronous belt
3. Rewinder have 1 group with 3 shafts, each shaft have 10 rewinding heads, pneumatic
clamping , hole shaft loading and unloading.
4. Rewinding displacement head shall be adjusted by nuts and springs, with a total length of
80mm.
5. Rewinder unloading holder is vertical and parallel to the machine frame wall.
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6. Guiding pulley and pressing roller is anti-sticky material.
7. The surface treatment of each parts are chrome plating.
8. Rewinding core: no sidewall plastic core inside diameter is Φ30mm with 100mm width, the
max. Rewinding diameter is Φ140mm with 85mm rewinding width. Bobbing inside diameter
is Φ30mm, the outside diameter is Φ112mm, max. Width is 98mm.
9. Main rotate part adopt imported brand bearings.

Spare parts:
1. Electric switches and components: 5pcs
2. Guiding
3. Guiding roller:10pcs
4. Manual book and electric circuit diagram : 1set
5. Tool box: 1set
6. Inner hexagonal wrenches:1set
7. Other tools are rationed according to the supplier

Machine pictures:
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Sample:


